MACHINE FOR LASER CLEANING,
ASSEMBLY AND LASER WELDING
OF TRANSMISSION AND GEAR PARTS
(POWERTRAIN)

POWERWELD 2.0
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HIGHLIGHTS
|
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Manual or automatic loading and unloading of products
Central 4-up turn table for moving products from station to station
Automatic LASER cleaning unit
Automatic assembly (pressing) of parts with force and movement monitoring
Automatic laser welding with automatic wire feed, gas supply and online welding process control
Process parameter storage via QDAS to external networks

ADVANTAGES
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WIESER supplies an all-in-one solution - from machine design through
to installation at the customer´s facility
Machine can be adapted to different product sizes and designs
After laser cleaning the products are not touched again by the operator,
so there is no risk of contamination before assembling and welding.
Laser sources from different suppliers can be integrated
Fully integrated process control and storage of all important parameters
Exact positioning of products and process equipment due to
servo-technology

LASER CLEANING
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2 built-in laser cleaning units for the single parts
Positional adjustability of laser cleaning units
(vertical, horizontal and angle)
2 rotational servo-axes (360°) for turning the parts during
cleaning process
Extraction system for dust, vapours and gases
LASER Class 1 safety housing

ASSEMBLING
|
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Automatic assembly of individual parts with built in claw and
pressing unit
Vertical servo pressing unit with forces up to 80kN
Built-in force and movement gauging system

LASER WELDING
|
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Servo axis system: 3-axis or 4-axis:
- Horizontal and vertical servo axis
- Rotational servo axis (360°) for the product
- Swivel servo axis (see options)
Laser welding source: Fibre or disc laser up to 4KW with
built-in laser cooling unit
Welding optics with lenses, crossjet, protective glass and
optional process observation camera
Optional welding wire-feed
Built-in welding protection shield for product
Extraction system for dust, vapours and gases
Class 1 safety housing

OPTIONS
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Integrated cold wire feed for laser welding
Online welding process monitoring
Swivel servo axis for laser weld optics (angle +/- 45°)
Integrated inert gas supply (Argon, Nitrogen…)
External checking of laser power
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EXCELLENT
SERVICE
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On-call service and immediate telephone support
Remote online maintenance
Maintenance and breakdown support
Preventive maintenance
Spare part service
Training
Production support
Process optimisation
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